
O
n May 13, GLF Kyoto 2019 will focus on sustainable 
landscapes as a critical part of the climate solution. 
The “Climate, Landscapes and Lifestyles: It is Not Too 

Late” event will bring together the best minds from science, 
development agencies, government, Indigenous Peoples, 
civil society and project implementers to share on-the-
ground solutions for a climate smart future. 

To keep global temperature rise below 1.5 degrees Celsius 
in accordance with targets included in the 2015 U.N. Paris 
Agreement on climate change, we need radical change - 
change that is systemic, global, organizational, governmental 
and personal.

The people most often found at the forefront of radical 
change are artists, activists, change agents, youth, local 
communities, women, indigenous peoples and influencers.

Technology is connecting us in new ways, mobilizing action 
and sharing knowledge and information, but have we 
become increasingly disconnected from ourselves, others 
and the far-reaching impact and consequences of our 
choices and actions?

Join us for 24 hours of live streaming from around the world. 
We will begin in Bonn, Germany, with four specially curated 
segments on Climate, Landscapes, Lifestyle and Rights, 

Timed to coincide with the  49th session of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, the digital edition of  
the GLF Kyoto conference: “Climate, Landscapes, Lifestyles - It is not too late” will bridge 24 hours of engaging  
online content, specially curated to form a global narrative on Climate, Landscapes, and Lifestyle. 

Limiting warming to 1.5°C 
is possible within the laws 
of chemistry and physics 
but doing so would require 
unprecedented changes.”

– Jim Skea 
Co-Chair of Intergovernmental Panel on Climate 
Change Working Group III

with opportunities to join a live moderated discussion 
after each segment. From Bonn, we will go straight to a 
livestream of the GLF conference from Kyoto. We will finish 
the online experience with five live discussion forums from 
around the world. 

Reflecting the need for joined up thinking, inclusive 
perspectives and a grasp of the big picture, we are weaving 
together a global narrative from those who are radical 
change makers on the front lines, behind the scenes, who 
are changing paradigms, creating new thinking and moving 
forward with courageous action. 
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The Global Landscapes Forum (GLF) is a multi-stakeholder platform with a global secretariat led by CIFOR and core funding provided by the Government 
of Germany. The GLF accelerates action towards the creation of productive, prosperous, equitable and climate-resilient landscapes and the achievement of 
the UNFCCC Paris Agreement and Sustainable Development Goals (Agenda 2030). 

Charter members: CIRAD, CIFOR, Conservation International, Ecoagriculture Partners, Evergreen Agriculture, FSC, GEF, IPMG, CIAT, ICIMOD, IFOAM - 
Organics International, INBAR, IUFRO, Rainforest Alliance, Rare, RRI, UN Environment, Wageningen Centre for Development Innovation, part of Wageningen 
Research, World Agroforestry, WWF Germany, Youth in Landscapes Initiative, World Bank Group

https://news.globallandscapesforum.org/32827/green-climate-fund-makes-first-redd-results-based-payments-to-brazil/
https://news.globallandscapesforum.org/32909/un-declares-2021-to-2030-decade-on-ecosystem-restoration/
https://news.globallandscapesforum.org/31356/the-throwing-away-of-disposable-mindsets/
https://news.globallandscapesforum.org/31769/and-again-experts-proclaim-the-importance-of-indigenous-rights/
https://news.globallandscapesforum.org/32827/green-climate-fund-makes-first-redd-results-based-payments-to-brazil/
https://www.globallandscapesforum.org/about/partners/


There is an urgent need for positivity, inspiration and the 
emotional resilience to face the pain of the social and 
environmental devastation we are confronted with daily. 

Hand-in-hand and building on strong scientific and 
practical evidence, we are entering a new age of human 
collaboration and connection. 

While we have the necessary technology, tools, creativity 
and knowledge to make the changes we want to see 
happen, it is time to ask the critical questions: What is 

Some examples of videos we love are:

We invite you to contriBute and Be 
a part of this global conveRsation

Video address from you or a key representative of your organization 
addressing one or more of the four themes, connecting the global 
narrative and inspiring people to action.

Short and engaging video content that relates to one of the 
four themes. This can either be something produced by your 
organization or simply something you have found inspiring - we 
welcome all content for review. 

Videos should be three to five minutes in length.

George the Poet on Climate Change (RSA)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kfEF_
P73RE0&list=PLMo9vqiZPs0T-GVCkasecwLZZ2wL6
RlHB&index=3&t=0s

Combining Science & Traditional 
Knowledge to Combat Climate Change - 
Hindou Oumarou Ibrahim (Conservation 
International)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UQLTa4sU1Ow

Please note that each theme will be specially curated into an hour 
long segment and therefore we cannot guarantee that we will be able 
to use all content submitted. However, we will consider it for our Bonn, 
Accra and Luxembourg events this year as well as sharing across our 
website and social media platforms. If you have any ideas on sharing 
landscape related knowledge do not hesitate to get in touch!

globallandscapesforum.org | news.globallandscapesforum.org

SAve yOuR SPOT In THe KyOTO 24 HOuR 
dIGITAL edITIOn On 12-13 MAy

What we are looking for:

 globallandscapesforum      GlobalLf 

Join us!

It is not too late! 
But the time to

act is now.

Landscapes Lifestyle RightsClimate

standing in our way on the path to positive change? And 
how can we overcome remaining hurdles and resistance to 
the needed transformations in the way we make policies, 
business or lead our daily lives?

Share your ideas by contacting 
Jessica Ball, GLF Knowledge 
Sharing Coordinator

Email: j.ball@cgiar.org

Skype: jessica_ball
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